
 
 

 
Year Group: EYFS (Maple and Cherry) Date: Week Commencing 16.11.2020 

 

 Monday           Tuesday       Wednesday          Thursday    Friday 

Maths 
 

White Rose 
Maths 

https://whiteros
emaths.com/res
ources/early-ye
ars-resources/ 

You will need: a    
box/container, 
teddy/toy. 
 
Have a special box and     
object and show the    
children. Let the children    
watch you put the object     
in the box. Where is it? As       
the children suggest the    
answer model ‘Yes the    
teddy is in the box.’ Now      
change the position of the     
teddy putting him behind    
the box, next to. Put     
another toy next to the     
box and put him between,     
then under the table.    
Encourage children to tell    
you where each object is     
each time. 

You will need: objects/ 
furniture from around 
the house. 
 
Have a simple obstacle 
course/objects in the 
middle of the space with 
the children around it. 
(indoors or out) Choose a 
child and explain you are 
going to give instructions 
about what you want 
them to do. ‘ Go through 
the hoop’ ‘Sit under the 
chair’ ‘walk around the….’ 
 

You will need: picture of a 
play park, pencil/pen. 
 
Give your child the picture of 
the playpark and a pen. Give 
them a variety of 
instructions, eg: ‘draw a 
child on the swing’, ‘draw a 
ball next to the gate’, etc. 

You will need: triangles/ 
circles print out, 
scissors. 
 
Encourage your children 
to help you cut out the 
triangles and circles. 
Then sort them into a 
triangle pile and a circle 
pile. While you do this 
talk about the properties 
of each shape, ‘a triangle 
has three sides and three 
corners’, etc. 

You will need: 
triangles/circles repeating 
pattern print out, coloured 
pens/pencils. 
 
Encourage your child to 
complete each pattern. Talk 
about shapes, size, colours 
as you work together. 
Encourage them to talk 
about the properties of each 
shape (‘a circle is round, it 
has one side’) etc. 

English 
 

 
See below for 
the Jack and 
the Beanstalk 

knowledge 
organiser, this 

includes 
ambitious 

vocabulary. 

Story of the week is Jack 
and the Beanstalk  
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uvoJmMW-Wbo  
 
How did Jack get the 
beans?  
 
What happened after 
Jack’s mother threw the 
beans out of the window? 
 

This is the 
feeling lens. 
Whenever 

we see this lens it is a cue 
to think about how the 
character is feeling.  
 
How did Jack feel when 
the giant chased him? 
Explore vocabulary like 
frightened, afraid and 
terrified. What other 

This is the action 
lens. Whenever 
we see this lens 

it is a cue to think about how 
the character is moving.  
 
Reread the pages where the 
giant chases Jack. How is 
the giant moving? Explore 
vocabulary like thundered, 
stomped and charged. Can 
you think of any more words 

This is the 
noticing lens. 
Whenever we 

see this lens it is a cue to 
think about what we can 
see for example far away, 
nearby etc.  
 
Revisit the page where 
Jack first saw the castle 
(use the story link). 
Explore vocabulary like 
magnificent, spectacular 

Retell the story of the Jack 
and the Beanstalk by acting 
it out. 
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Where did Jack find the 
giant?  
 
What did Jack take from 
the castle? 
 
How did Jack escape 
from the giant? 
 

words can you think of to 
describe how Jack felt? 
Choose your favourite 
word and practise saying 
your word in the sentence 
‘Jack felt... .’ (E.g. Jack 
felt afraid.) 

to describe how the giant 
moved? 
 
Choose your favourite word 
and practise saying your 
word in the sentence ‘The 
giant.... after Jack.’  (E.g. 
The giant charged after 
Jack.)  

and grand. What other 
words can you think of to 
describe the castle? 
Choose your favourite 
word and practise saying 
your word in the sentence 
‘The castle was....’ (E.g. 
The castle was 
magnificent.)  

Reading 
 

Phonics Play  
https://www.ph
onicsplay.co.u

k/ 
 

Phonics at 
Bedford Road 

guide 
https://bedford
road.school/fo

undation/ 

Read Write Inc recap 
sound lessons focus on 

sounds your child is 
unsure of. 

https://drive.google.com
/drive/folders/1FgMDwB
rk2be79eN0B4U8ll3ak_4

WcpUg 
 

Continue to practise 
word building and 
reading using your 
child’s sound pack.  

 

Read Write Inc recap 
sound lessons focus on 

sounds your child is 
unsure of. 

https://drive.google.com
/drive/folders/1FgMDwB
rk2be79eN0B4U8ll3ak_4

WcpUg 
 

Continue to practise 
word building and 
reading using your 
child’s sound pack.  

Read Write Inc recap 
sound lessons focus on 

sounds your child is 
unsure of. 

https://drive.google.com/d
rive/folders/1FgMDwBrk2b
e79eN0B4U8ll3ak_4WcpU

g 
 

Continue to practise word 
building and reading using 
your child’s sound pack.  

Read Write Inc recap 
sound lessons focus on 

sounds your child is 
unsure of. 

https://drive.google.co
m/drive/folders/1FgMD

wBrk2be79eN0B4U8ll3a
k_4WcpUg 

 
Continue to practise 
word building and 
reading using your 
child’s sound pack.  

Read Write Inc recap 
sound lessons focus on 

sounds your child is 
unsure of. 

https://drive.google.com/d
rive/folders/1FgMDwBrk2b
e79eN0B4U8ll3ak_4WcpU

g 
 

Continue to practise word 
building and reading 

using your child’s sound 
pack.  

Foundation 
Subjects 

 
Purple Mash 
(individual 

logins) 
https://www.pu
rplemash.com/
sch/bedfordro

adlower 
 
 

Understanding the 
World 

 
Watch Bean Time-Lapse - 

25 days | Soil cross 
section on youtube: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w77zPAtVTuI 

 
Discuss what us 

happening to the bean, 
what it is turning into, 
what it needs to grow 
(soil, water, sunlight). 

Make sure your child is 
aware that the video is a 

Expressive Arts and 
Design 

 
Using any arts and craft 

resources you have, 
create a collaged leaf (or 

leaves!) for Jack’s 
beanstalk. Encourage 

everybody in your family 
to make them and stick 
them together to make a 

big beanstalk! 

Physical Development 
(fine motor skills) 

 
Help to make a sandwich at 

lunchtime.  
 Use your skills to butter 

bread and add the fillings. 
What was your sandwich 

like? (evaluate) 

Communication and 
Language 

 
Join in with and learn 
some nursery rhymes. 

You could even perform 
these to your adult once 

you know them! 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/tea
ch/school-radio/nursery-r
hymes-action-songs-medl

ey/z7jwrj6 

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development 

 
Make a star in any way you 
want - paper, paint, sand. 

Talk about all the things you 
are good at and that make 

you a star. 
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sped up version of what 
happens! 



 



 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 

 


